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Abstract. XPath 1.0 is a variable free language designed to specify
paths between nodes in XML documents. Such paths can alternatively
be specified in first-order logic. The logical abstraction of XPath 1.0,
usually called Navigational or Core XPath, is not powerful enough to
express every first-order definable path. In this paper we show that there
exists a natural expansion of Core XPath in which every first-order de-
finable path in XML document trees is expressible. This expansion is
called Conditional XPath. It contains additional axis relations of the form
(child::n[F])+, denoting the transitive closure of the path expressed by
child::n[F]. The difference with XPath’s descendant::n[F] is that the
path (child::n[F])+ is conditional on the fact that all nodes in between
should be labeled by n and should make the predicate F true. This result
can be viewed as the XPath analogue of the expressive completeness of
the relational algebra with respect to first-order logic.

1 Introduction

XPath 1.0 [46] is a variable free language used for navigation between nodes in
XML documents. XPath is an important part of other XML technologies such
as XSLT [48] and XQuery [47]. The topic of this paper is the expressivity of
XPath measured in terms of first-order logic.

We use the abstraction to the logical core of XPath 1.0 (called Core XPath)
developed in [15, 18]. Core XPath is interpreted on XML document tree models.
The central expression in XPath is the location path axis :: node label [filter]
which when evaluated at node n yields an answer set consisting of nodes n′ such
that axis relates n and n′, the tag of n′ is node label , and the expression filter
evaluates to true at n′. Provided the relation axis and the predicate filter are
first-order definable, this is a first-order definition of the meaning of location
paths. All Core XPath axis relations are first-order definable from the primitives
descendant and following sibling. It follows from [17] that

Fact 1. Every Core XPath expression is equivalent to a first-order formula in two
free variables in the signature with two binary descendant and following sibling
relation symbols and unary predicates.

Both XPath expressions and first order formulas in two free variables define sets
of paths in trees. For instance, the following two expressions define the same set



of paths

descendant :: p[not child :: ∗]/following sibling :: q (1)
∃z(x descendant z ∧ P (z) ∧ ¬∃w(z childw) ∧ z following sibling y ∧Q(y)).

(2)

Here z childw abbreviates the formula z descendantw∧¬∃v(z descendant v∧
v descendant y).

The converse of Fact 1 is a desirable property for a query language. If true,
Core XPath could be called expressively complete for first order definable paths:
if a path is first order definable, there is an equivalent Core XPath expression
which defines it. Unfortunately, the converse of Fact 1 is false, a result which
goes back to [23]. This paper shows that a rather simple addition to Core XPath
is sufficient to obtain the converse. To introduce this addition and to see why
the converse of Fact 1 fails consider the following expression:

self :: ∗[(child :: ∗[F1])∗/child :: ∗[F2]]. (3)

Here (child :: ∗[F1])∗ is not a Core XPath expression. It denotes the reflexive and
transitive closure of the relation expressed by child :: ∗[F1]. Thus the following
are equivalent

(child :: ∗[F1])∗ (4)
x = y ∨ (x descendant y ∧ F1(y) ∧ ∀z(x descendant z ∧ z descendant y → F1(z))).

(5)

Expression (3) defines the set of all paths (x, x) such that x has a descendant
y at which F2 is true and for all z strictly in between x and y, F1 is true. Thus
the main filter expression in (3) corresponds to a first order formula φ(x) which
is written using the three variables {x, y, z}. It is not hard but tedious to show
that three variables are necessary to express this filter expression. But every Core
XPath filter expression is equivalent to a first order formula in two variables [30].
Hence (3) is not Core XPath expressible. Note that the main filter expression in
(3) expresses the formula Until(F2, F1) from temporal logic. The relation between
XPath and temporal logic is further discussed in Section 7.1.

So each expansion of Core XPath for which the converse of Fact 1 holds must
be able to express (child :: ∗[F1])∗. We call (child :: ∗[F1])∗ a conditional axis
relation. It differs from the XPath axis descendant or self = child∗ in that
it is conditional on the filter expression F1. Conditional XPath is the expansion
of Core XPath with conditional axis relations in all four directions descendant,
ancestor, following-sibling, and preceding-sibling.

Our main result is that the converse of Fact 1 holds for Conditional XPath.
That means that we can call Conditional XPath expressively complete for first
order definable paths. This is an XPath analogue of the first order expressive
completeness of the relational algebra [9]. Expressive completeness is a desirable
property provided that the formalism retains the positive properties of Core



XPath. One of the nice features of XPath is that queries are drawable as pic-
tures of trees. Conditional XPath retains this feature because the conditional
axis relations are drawable using ellipsis. Another important property of Core
XPath is its linear time query evaluation complexity [17, 18]. This property is
also inherited by Conditional XPath (Fact 2).

The proofs in this paper are based on Shelah’s composition method [43],
Ehrenfeucht–Fräıssé games [10], the close resemblance of XPath and Tarski’s
relation algebras [42], and the encoding of XML document trees into ordered
binary trees. Furthermore we establish a syntactic normal form for Conditional
XPath expressions inspired by separation results in temporal logic [13].

This paper is organized as follows. The next section handles the preliminaries:
it defines Core and Conditional XPath, and first-order logic of trees. Section 3
contains all results, which are proved in the two subsequent sections. Section 6
discusses computational complexity of the defined languages and the complexity
of the translation from first-order logic. Related work and conclusions end the
paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Trees and first order logic

The semantics of XPath expressions is given with respect to finite node labeled,
sibling ordered trees. If no confusion arises, we just call them trees. A tree domain
N is a finite set of finite sequences of natural numbers closed under taking initial
segments, and for any sequence s, if s · k ∈ N , then either k = 0 or s · k− 1 ∈ N .
A node labeled, sibling ordered tree consists of a tree domain and a function
labeling each node with a set of primitive symbols from some alphabet. We
denote them by M.

Node labeled, sibling ordered trees can be queried in a first order language
in an appropriate signature. The signature consists of

– two binary relation symbols, R⇓ and R⇒, denoting the descendant and the
following sibling relation, respectively;

– unary predicate symbols corresponding to the node labels;
– equality.

For n, n′ ∈ N , nR⇓n′ holds iff n is a proper prefix of n′; nR⇒n′ holds iff n = s ·k,
n′ = s · l and k < l; P (n) holds iff n is labeled by the symbol P .

Definition 1. We define the language FOtree as follows:

– the atomic formulas are x = y, Pi(x), xR⇓y, and xR⇒y, for any variables
x, y, for any unary predicate symbol Pi;

– if φ, ψ are formulas, then ¬φ, φ ∧ ψ, and ∃xφ are formulas.



FOtree is interpreted on node labeled, sibling ordered trees as indicated above
with variables ranging over the set of nodes. We use the standard notation M |=
φ(a1, . . . , ak) to denote that φ(x1, . . . , xk) is true at M under any assignment g
which maps xi to ai.

Definition 2. Let φ(x1, . . . , xk) be a FOtree formula.

1. For M a tree with domain N , the denotation of φ(x1, . . . , xk) in M (abbrevi-
ated by [[φ(x1, . . . , xk)]]M) is the set {(n1, . . . , nk) ∈ Nk | M |= φ(n1, . . . , nk)}.

2. The meaning of φ(x1, . . . , xk) (abbreviated by [[φ(x1, . . . , xk)]]tree) is the class
of all pairs (M, (n1, . . . , nk)) for M a tree such that M |= φ(n1, . . . , nk).

The meaning of a sentence φ is then simply a subclass of the class of all trees.

The main subject of this paper is the equivalence relation between formulas (of
different languages) on trees.

Definition 3. Let φ and ψ be formulas, possibly of different languages. We say
that φ and ψ are equivalent if [[φ]]tree = [[ψ]]tree.

Thus “equivalence” means “equivalence on the class of all trees”. Hence xR⇓y
and xR⇓y ∧ ¬yR⇓x are equivalent.

Remark 1. Note that the nodes in our trees may contain multiple labels. Thus
the labels do not correspond directly to XML tags, of which each node has exactly
one. Instead our labels model both XML tag names as well as attribute-value
pairs. We did not include attribute-functions directly in the signature because
of the following: for each attribute a, each binary relation θ on the range of a,
and each constant c in the range of a, the formula a(x)θc can be seen as a unary
predicate stating that x has the property λx.a(x)θc. Thus formulas of the form
a(x)θc can be encoded inside FOtree, and we need not consider them separately.

2.2 Navigational XPath

Core XPath [15, 18] is a stripped down version of XPath 1.0 which focuses on the
logical core of the XPath 1.0 language. It contains just what is needed to define
paths in, and select nodes from, the skeleton of an XML tree. The skeleton is
what is left of an XML document after removing all PCDATA elements. Thus the
skeleton is a sibling ordered tree whose nodes are labeled by tags and attribute-
value pairs. We view the set of tags and attribute-value pairs as just one set of
primitive symbols.

It is instructive to view Core XPath as a two sorted language. Location
paths like descendant :: para are of the sort path and denote paths in the tree.
The node tests like para and the predicates in filter expressions (those between
square brackets) are of the sort node and denote sets of nodes in an XML tree.
The two sorts differ syntactically in the operations which are allowed on them.
Complex path expressions can be formed by the regular expression operators /
(concatenation), ∪ (union) and the Kleene ∗ (reflexive and transitive closure).
Complex node expressions are formed by the Boolean operations.



The use of the Kleene ∗ is heavily restricted in XPath 1.0, and also in Core
XPath. This restriction is lifted slightly in Conditional XPath. The restriction
is such that all expressions are first order definable. It is instructive to see how
these two languages live inside a larger system, which we might dub Regular
XPath.

We define Regular XPath in the style set by two closely related languages
known as Kleene algebras with tests and Propositional Dynamic Logic [24, 20].
Consider the following grammar. First we define the basic path expressions called
step:

step ::= child | parent | right | left.

child and parent are just the XPath axis with the same name. right and left denote
immediate sibling to the right and to the left, respectively. Given a tree, these
expressions define paths or equivalently a set of pairs of nodes. For instance, the
meaning of child is the set of all edges in the tree. From the steps, we define the
complex path expressions:

p wff ::= step | p wff/p wff | p wff ∪ p wff | p wff∗ |?n wff.

p wff abbreviates “path-wff”. Wff (pronounced as “wif”) is short for well formed
formula. We use p wff+ as an abbreviation of p wff/p wff∗. The meaning of the
regular expression operators is as expected. For instance, child∗ is the same as
descendant or self, the expression right/right∗ denotes following-sibling
and parent∗/right+/child∗ denotes the XPath axis following.

The non regular expression operator ? is called a test. It takes a node sort
expression and returns a path sort expression. It behaves like a test in a program:
it either fails, or succeeds but then remains in the same state.

The node expressions are defined as follows: for pi any atomic label,

n wff ::= pi | > | 〈〈p wff〉〉 | ¬n wff | n wff ∨ n wff | n wff ∧ n wff.

The meaning of a node expression is a set of nodes. Thus the meaning of pi is
the set of all nodes labeled by pi. The boolean operations have their standard
interpretation. Thus ?> denotes the self axis. The operator 〈〈·〉〉 takes a path
expression and returns a node expression. The meaning of 〈〈p wff〉〉 is the same as
that of p wff written inside square brackets in XPath 1.0: it is the set of nodes
which start a p wff relation.

One of the difficulties in learning XPath 1.0 is that a p wff expression inside
a filter expression does not mean the same as p wff outside square brackets. We
solved this by putting the hooks around it. It is reminiscent of the diamond
formulas in Propositional Dynamic Logic. Observe that the language of Regu-
lar XPath is now nicely balanced: both sorts have an operator which takes an
expression of the other sort and turns it into something of it own sort.

The relation between the language just defined and XPath 1.0 is exemplified
in Table 1 in which some expressions in our notation are given also as equivalent
XPath expressions.



child :: pi child/?pi

child :: pi[descendant :: ∗] child/?pi/?〈〈child+〉〉
/descendant :: pi ?¬〈〈parent〉〉/child+/?pi

child :: ∗ child
self :: pi[child] ?(pi ∧ 〈〈child〉〉)
preceding :: pi parent∗/left+/child∗/?pi

following :: pi parent∗/right+/child∗/?pi.

Table 1. Equivalent XPath 1.0 and Regular XPath expressions.

[[pi]]M = {n in M | n is labeled with pi}
[[〈〈R〉〉]]M = {n in M | ∃n′, (n, n′) ∈ [[R]]M}

[[>]]M = {n in M}
[[¬A]]M = {n in M | n 6∈ [[A]]M}

[[A ∧B]]M = [[A]]M ∩ [[B]]M.
[[A ∨B]]M = [[A]]M ∪ [[B]]M.

[[child]]M = {(n, n′) | n′ = n · k, for k a natural number}
[[parent]]M = [[child]]−1

M

[[right]]M = {(n, n′) | n = s · k and n′ = s · k + 1, for s · k a sequence}
[[left]]M = [[right]]−1

M

[[?A]]M = {(n, n) | n ∈ [[A]]M}
[[R ∪ S]]M = [[R]]M ∪ [[S]]M
[[R/S]]M = [[R]]M ◦ [[S]]M (= {(n, n′) | ∃n′′((n, n′′) ∈ [[R]]M ∧ (n′′, n′) ∈ [[S]]M)})
[[R+]]M = [[R]]+M (= [[R]]M ∪ ([[R]]M ◦ [[R]]M) ∪ ([[R]]M ◦ [[R]]M ◦ [[R]]M) ∪ . . . )
[[R∗]]M = {(n, n) | n in M} ∪ [[R+]]M.

Table 2. The semantics of XPath.

Throughout the text, we use variables R,S, T to denote arbitrary path wffs
and A,B,C to denote node wffs. We often abbreviate p wff/?n wff as p wff?n wff
(as in child?A instead of child/?A). The semantics of XPath expressions is given
with respect to node labeled sibling ordered trees M. Given a tree M and an
expression R, the denotation or meaning of R in M is written as [[R]]M. As
promised, path wffs denote sets of pairs, and node wffs sets of nodes. Table 2
contains the definition of [[ · ]]M. The equivalence with the W3C syntax and
semantics (cf., e.g., [4, 17, 49]) should be clear.

Definition 4. Let R be a Regular XPath expression. Then [[R]]tree denotes the
class of all pairs M, (n, n′) such that (n, n′) ∈ [[R]]M.



2.3 Conditional and Core XPath

In Regular XPath one can define relations which are not first order definable,
like (child/child)∗, the relation between nodes which are an even number of child
steps removed from each other. In Conditional and Core XPath, the use of the
Kleene ∗ is so much restricted that all relations are still first order definable.

The use of the Kleene star is very much restricted in Core XPath. In fact, so
much that it is not even needed as a connective, and the allowed transitive closure
paths are the four primitives descendant, ancestor, following-sibling and
preceding-sibling (above we saw how the following and preceding axis can
be defined from these). In Conditional XPath we allow a bit more.

Definition 5.

1. Core XPath is the language defined just like Regular XPath but with the
following restricted set of path wffs:

p wff ::= step | step∗ |?n wff | p wff/p wff | p wff ∪ p wff.

2. Conditional XPath is the language defined just like Regular XPath but with
the following restricted set of path wffs:

p wff ::= step | (step/?n wff)∗ |?n wff | p wff/p wff | p wff ∪ p wff.

The restrictions put on the use of the Kleene star make that the meaning of
the expressions can still be defined in a first order manner. For example,

[[child∗]]M = [[x = y ∨ xR⇓y]]M
[[(child/?pi)∗]]M = [[x = y ∨ (xR⇓y ∧ Pi(y) ∧ ∀z(xR⇓z ∧ zR⇓y → Pi(z)))]]M.

Thus each Core and Conditional XPath expression is equivalent to an FOtree

formula. More precisely, each node wff is equivalent to an FOtree formula in one
free variable, and each path wff to an FOtree formula in two free variables.

But not only there is a bound on the number of free variables in the corre-
sponding first order formula, we can also bound the total number of variables
used. This follows from known results in modal logic and Tarski’s relation alge-
bras [5, 42]. For completeness, we provide the proof.

Proposition 1. Every Conditional XPath path wff is equivalent to a FOtree

formula φ(x, y) in three variables.

Proof. The proof of this proposition uses the standard translation from modal
and temporal logic [5]. We present the translation in the style of [45]. We define
two translation functions (·)t and (·)pt for node wffs and path wffs, respectively.
By replacing each occurrence of the form (step/?n wff)∗ by the equivalent ?>∪



(step/?n wff)+, we may assume that the input formula contains no Kleene stars.

pti = Pi(x)
(·)t commutes with the booleans
〈〈R/?A〉〉t = ∃y(Rpt ∧ ∃x(x = y ∧At)).

childpt = xR⇓y ∧ ¬∃z(xR⇓z ∧ zR⇓y)
parentpt = yR⇓x ∧ ¬∃z(yR⇓z ∧ zR⇓x)
rightpt = xR⇒y ∧ ¬∃z(xR⇒z ∧ zR⇒y)
leftpt = yR⇒x ∧ ¬∃z(yR⇒z ∧ zR⇒x)

(child+)pt = xR⇓y
(parent+)pt = yR⇓x
(right+)pt = xR⇒y
(left+)pt = yR⇒x

((step?A)+)pt = (step+)pt ∧ ∃x(x = y ∧At) ∧
∀z(∃y(z = y ∧ (step+)pt) ∧ ∃x(z = x ∧ (step+)pt) → ∃x(z = x ∧At)

(?A)pt = x = y ∧At
(R ∪ S)pt = Rpt ∨ Spt
(R/S)pt = ∃z(∃y(z = y ∧Rpt) ∧ ∃x(z = x ∧ Spt)).

A tedious induction shows that the translation is correct.

The translation gets a little opaque with all the substitutions. One can check that
((child?pi)+)pt is equivalent to the expected xR⇓y ∧ Pi(y)∧ ∀z(xR⇓z ∧ zR⇓y →
Pi(z)).

Remark 2. Although we borrowed the name Core XPath from [17], our language
is slightly more expressive, due to the availability of the left and right axis
relations. This is easily shown using a translation based on the equivalences in
Table 1 (cf. also [28]). Arguably, the left and right axis relations must be available
in an XPath dialect which calls itself navigational. For instance we need them to
express XPath’s child::A[n] for n a natural number without using negation.

3 Expressive completeness of Conditional XPath

This section lists our main results.

Definition 6. Let L be a language for which [[R]]tree is defined for every R ∈
L. We call L expressively complete for first order definable paths if for every
φ(x, y) ∈ FOtree, there exists a formula R ∈ L such that [[φ(x, y)]]tree = [[R]]tree.

Theorem 1. Conditional XPath is expressively complete for first order defin-
able paths. In particular, for every FOtree formula φ(x, y), there exists an equiv-
alent Conditional XPath path expression.

Corollary 1. (i) For every FOtree formula φ(x), there exists an equivalent Con-
ditional XPath node expression.
(ii) For every FOtree sentence φ, there exists a node expression A such that for
every tree M, M |= φ iff root ∈ [[A]]M.



Proof. For (i), consider the formula φ(x) ∧ x = y. By Theorem 1, there is an
equivalent path expression R. Then the equivalent node expression is 〈〈R〉〉. For
(ii), consider the formula φ∧¬∃y yR⇓x. There is an equivalent node expression
A by (i). A is such that it can only be true at the root.

To show Theorem 1 we proceed in two steps. In Section 4 we show

Theorem 2. On the class of finite node labeled sibling ordered trees every FOtree

formula φ(x, y) is equivalent to an FOtree formula φ′(x, y) in the same signature
which is written using just three variables in total.

This theorem yields a sufficient criterion for being complete for paths. Call
a language L closed under complementation of path expressions if for every
path expression R ∈ L there exists a path expression S ∈ L which defines the
complement of R. That is, on every model M, [[S]]M = {(n, n′) | (n, n′) 6∈ [[R]]M}.

Corollary 2. Any expansion of Core XPath which is closed under complemen-
tation of path expressions is expressively complete for first order definable paths.

Proof. Let φ(x, y) be an FOtree formula. By Theorem 2, we may assume it is
written using three variables. Thus φ(x, y) is a formula in a signature with at
most binary relations symbols which contains at most three free and bound
(possibly reused) variables and at most two free variables. Each such formula
is equivalent to an expression R in Tarski’s relation algebras [42]. These are
algebras of the form (A,∪, (·), ◦, (·)−1, id) with A a set of binary relations, and
the operators having the standard set theoretic meaning. R is an expression in
the signature R⇓, R⇒ and binary atoms under the identity (that is, of the form
P ∩ id). These atoms are closed under the operation (·)−1. Thus we may assume
that R does not contain (·)−1, as (·)−1 can be pushed onto the atoms. Now let L
be an expansion as in the statement of the corollary. Then L can express ∪ and ◦
by the Core XPath operators ∪ and /, respectively. The constant id is definable
in Core XPath as ?>. And complementation is expressible by assumption. Thus
R is expressible in L.

The second step in the proof of Theorem 1 is to show that Conditional XPath is
closed under complementation of path expressions. This will be done in Section 5.

Thus adding the conditional path expressions cures the expressive incom-
pleteness of Core XPath. One may wonder if Core XPath itself has an elegant
characterization too. Indeed it has, both for answer sets and for the paths it can
define [30]. For instance, the answer sets definable by Core XPath queries are
exactly those definable by FOtree formulas φ(x) written using just two variables
which may additionally contain binary predicates corresponding to the child and
right relations.

4 Binary formulas on ordered trees need only 3 variables

In this section we prove Theorem 2. We first reduce the problem to ordered binary
trees, and then prove the theorem by showing that the encoding on unranked
ordered trees into ordered binary trees can be done using three variables.



An ordered binary tree domain is a finite set of finite sequences of 0’s and
1’s closed under taking initial segments. Note that nodes may have a 1 successor
without having a 0 successor. This is more convenient in our encodings. Labeled
trees are defined as before, again nodes may have multiple labels.

Let FObin be the first order language in the signature with two binary rela-
tions <left and <right and unary predicates corresponding to the labels Σ. x <left y
is read “y is a left descendant of x” and similarly for x <right y. Let x < y abbre-
viate x <left y ∨ x <right y, and x ≤ y abbreviate x < y ∨ x = y. FObin

3 denotes
the restriction of FObin to formulas in at most three variables. The atomic FObin

formulas are interpreted on binary trees M as follows: for nodes n, n′,

M |= n <left n
′ ⇐⇒ n′ = n · 0 · s for some (possibly empty) sequence s

M |= n <right n
′ ⇐⇒ n′ = n · 1 · s for some (possibly empty) sequence s

M |= σ(n) ⇐⇒ n is labeled by σ.

For x, y terms, let lca(x, y) denote the least common ancestor of x and y. On
ordered binary trees the formula z = lca(x, y) is expressible using no extra
variables as the disjunction of the formulas

x = y = z (6)
x < y ∧ x = z (7)
y < x ∧ y = z (8)

z <left x ∧ z <right y (9)
z <left y ∧ z <right x. (10)

Tarski showed that three variables are not sufficient if we consider binary trees
without order [42], Section 3.6.

For x̄ a finite set of variables, let O(x̄) denote a tree order type of x̄, that is,
a maximal consistent set of formulas in the language with <left, <right, = and
lca terms generated from x̄. Because lca generates finitely many new elements
on a finite set, each O(x̄) can equivalently be written as a conjunction of atoms
in x̄ and additional free variables without lca terms. We denote this conjunction
by T (x̄) with x̄ all the free variables occurring in the conjunction.

A conjunction of binary atoms in variables x̄ can be seen as specifying a
directed multigraph over the set of nodes x̄ in which the edges are labeled by
the atoms. A formula ∃x̄C(x̄, ȳ), is called a conjunctive tree query if C(x̄, ȳ)
is a conjunction whose graph is a tree. Each tree order T (x̄) can equivalently
be written as a conjunctive tree query. If we disregard the equality edges, then
the shape of this tree query exactly corresponds to the way the denotation of
the variables are located in any tree which satisfies T (x̄). An example is given
in Figure 1. Note that the tree indeed describes an order type: for every two
variables u, v in the tree, for each of the relations R ∈ {<left, <right, =}, either
uRv or ¬uRv follows from the tree description. In the sequel we will equate T (x̄)
with its description as a conjunctive tree query.

Our main technical result is the following composition lemma, similar to
Lemma 4.1 in [41]. For A,B trees and ā, b̄ sequences of elements from A and B,
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Fig. 1. A tree query.

respectively, we use the notation A, ā ≡FObin

n B, b̄ to indicate that A, ā and B, b̄
satisfy exactly the same FObin formulas up to quantifier depth n.

Lemma 1. Let A,B be finite ordered binary trees and ā a sequence of elements
from A which is closed under least common ancestors. Let b̄ be a sequence of the
same length from B. Let TA(ā) and TB(b̄) be the order types of ā in A, and b̄ in
B, respectively. Then the following are equivalent:

1. A, ā ≡FObin

n B, b̄;
2. for each R ∈ {<left, <right,=}, for each ai, aj in ā, aiRaj in TA(ā) iff biRbj

in TB(b̄), and for each edge aiRaj in TA(ā), A, ai, aj ≡FO
bin

n B, bi, bj.

The lemma has the following corollary:

Corollary 3. Let ψ(x̄) ∈ FObin be a formula of quantifier depth n such that
ψ(x̄) implies T (x̄) for some order type T . Then ψ(x̄) is equivalent to a disjunction
of conjunctive tree queries whose edges are labeled by binary FObin formulas of
quantifier depth n.

Proof. Let ψ(x̄) ∈ FObin be a formula of quantifier depth n such that ψ(x̄)
implies T (x̄) for some order type T . Let Cψ and Cψ be the classes of all finite
ordered binary trees (A, ā) in the signature of ψ such that A |= T (ā)∧ψ(ā), and
A |= T (ā) ∧ ¬ψ(ā), respectively. First observe that for any (A, ā) ∈ Cψ, for any
(B, b̄) ∈ Cψ, there exists a formula δAāBb̄(xi, xj) of quantifier rank n in two free
variables xi, xj such that xiRxj is an edge in T (x̄) and

A |= δAāBb̄(ai, aj) and B 6|= δAāBb̄(bi, bj).

For, suppose to the contrary. Then for each edge xiRxj in T (x̄), A, ai, aj ≡FO
bin

n

B, bi, bj . Moreover A |= T (ā) and B |= T (b̄) by definition. Thus by Lemma 1,
A, ā ≡FObin

n B, b̄. But then as A |= ψ(ā), also B |= ψ(b̄), a contradiction.
Now define

δ(x̄) =
∨

(A,ā)∈Cψ

∧
(B,b̄)∈Cψ

δAāBb̄(xi, xj).



As the δAāBb̄(xi, xj) are of quantifier rank at most n and in a finite signature,
δ(x̄) is finite modulo logical equivalence. We claim that δ(x̄)∧T (x̄) is equivalent
to ψ(x̄). For suppose A |= ψ(ā), for A, ā arbitrary. Then A |= T (ā) by assumption
and (A, ā) in Cψ. But then A |=

∧
B∈Cψ δAāBb̄(ā), and a fortiori also A |= δ(ā).

Now suppose that B |= δ(b̄) ∧ T (b̄), for B, b̄ arbitrary. Then for some A, ā, B |=∧
(B,b̄)∈Cψ δAāBb̄(b̄). In particular B |= δAāBb̄(b̄). Now suppose to the contrary

that that B 6|= ψ(b̄). Because we assumed that B |= T (b̄) (B, b̄) is in Cψ. But by
the definition of δAāBb̄ this contradicts the fact that B |= δAāBb̄(b̄).
Finally we bring δ(x̄) in disjunctive normal form, and distribute the disjuncts
over T (x̄). The resulting formula is a disjunction of conjunctive tree queries.

We prove Lemma 1 using n round Ehrenfeucht–Fräıssé games. We recall the
basic terminology. For details, see [10]. Let A,B be finite trees and ā and b̄ be
sequences of nodes of A and B, respectively, of the same length. The n round
Ehrenfeucht–Fräıssé game Gn(A, ā, B, b̄) is played by two players, often called
the spoiler and the duplicator, respectively. It is convenient to assume that the
spoiler is male and the duplicator is female. In each of the n rounds, the spoiler
chooses a node in one of the two structures and the duplicator chooses a node in
the other structure. Let the node that is chosen from A in round m be am, and
the node chosen from B be bm. Then duplicator wins the game Gn(A, ā, B, b̄) if
the mapping which maps each am to bm and each ai in ā to bi in b̄ is a partial
isomorphism. These games are used to characterize first order logical equivalence
of two structures up to some quantifier depth. In particular for A and B ordered
binary trees, the duplicator has a winning strategy in the game Gn(A, ā, B, b̄) if
and only A, ā ≡FObin

n B, b̄.

Proof of Lemma 1. The direction from (1) to (2) is trivial. Now assume
(2). First observe that the mapping which sends ai to bi is a partial isomor-
phism for every n. Thus the statement holds for n = 0. For higher n, we use
the games. By assumption duplicator has winning strategies for all the “small
games” Gn(A, ai, ajB, bi, bj) whenever aiRaj is an edge in TA(ā). We patch
them together to form a winning strategy in the game Gn(A, ā, B, b̄). The result
follows by the equivalence of the latter with A, ā ≡FObin

n B, b̄.
Let ai <left aj ∈ T (ā). To every small subgame Gn(A, ai, aj , B, bi, bj) we

associate the following two corresponding regions in A and B:

{a ∈ A | ai <left a ∧ aj 6< a} and {b ∈ A | bi <left b ∧ bj 6< b}.

We create similar regions whenever ai <right aj .
It follows from the assumption that duplicator has a winning strategy in each

of the games Gn(A, ai, B, bi) for ai and bi either both the root or ai and bi both
leaves of T (ā) and T (b̄), respectively. Associate to the games on leaves ai and bi
the regions {a ∈ A | ai < a} and {b ∈ A | bi < b}. Associate to the game for the
roots ai, bi, the regions {a ∈ A | ai 6< a} and {b ∈ A | bi 6< b}.

Note that these regions partition both structures. Also note that when spoiler
chooses an element from a region associated to a small game, duplicators winning



strategy forces her to play in the corresponding region in the other structure.
Duplicators strategy in Gn(A, ā, B, b̄) is the following: if spoiler chooses an ele-
ment x she answers with an element y according to the small subgame associated
to the region from which x is picked. Since the regions partition the structures
and each region is associated to one game, this is a well defined strategy. Now
we show that it is winning for duplicator. Let ā′ and b̄′ be the final configuration
after n rounds. We must show that this is a partial isomorphism. The restriction
of ā′ and b̄′ to any of the regions is a partial isomorphism because duplicator
played according to her winning strategy associated to that region. Let ak and
al be in different regions, and suppose ak <left al. By choice of the regions, there
must be ai, aj in ā such that ak <left aj ≤ ai ≤ al and bk <left bj and bi ≤ bl.
We have already shown that for elements in ā, aj ≤ ai iff bj ≤ bi. Hence bj ≤ bi
holds and by transitivity, bk <left bl. The same argument applies to <right and
also starting from B. qed

Lemma 2. Every FObin formula φ(x, y) is equivalent to a FObin
3 formula.

Proof. Let φ(x, y) ∈ FObin. We prove the lemma by induction on the quantifier
depth of φ. If the depth is 0, there is nothing to prove. So assume that φ is
of depth n + 1. φ(x, y) is equivalent to a boolean combination of atoms in x, y
and formulas of the form ∃zψ(x, y, z), with ψ of quantifier depth n. We show
that each of the latter can be written using just three variables. As there are
finitely many order types generated by {x, y, z}, ∃zψ(x, y, z) is equivalent to a
disjunction of formulas of the form

∃z∃ū(T (ū, x, y, z) ∧ ψ(x, y, z)). (11)

By Corollary 3, T (ū, x, y, z) ∧ ψ(x, y, z) is equivalent to a disjunction of con-
junctive tree queries Q whose edges are labeled by binary FObin formulas of
quantifier depth n. Thus (11) is equivalent to a disjunction of formulas of the
form ∃z∃ū(Q). This formula itself is a conjunctive tree query in two free variables
in which the atoms are binary FObin formulas. But such formulas are equiva-
lent to formulas in three variables in total over the atoms [4]. All edges in Q
are labeled by binary FObin formulas of quantifier depth n. So by the induction
hypothesis, we may assume that they are labeled by FObin

3 formulas. Thus the
complete formula can be written in three variables. This proves the lemma.

Now we describe how to reduce the problem from unranked to binary trees.
We use the encoding of unranked ordered trees to ordered binary trees as de-
scribed in [32]. Let T = (N,Σ) be a sibling ordered node labeled tree. Let
f : N −→ {0, 1}∗ be defined as follows

f(〈〉) = 〈〉
f(s · 0) = f(s) · 0
f(s · k + 1) = f(s · k) · 1.

The encoding of T , denoted by enc(T ), has tree domain {f(n) | n ∈ N} and for
each n, f(n) has the same labels as n.



Lemma 3. 1. For each φ(x, y) ∈ FOtree, there exists a φf (x, y) ∈ FObin such
that for all trees T and nodes a, b, T |= φ(a, b) iff enc(T ) |= φf (a, b).

2. For each φ(x, y) ∈ FObin
3 there exists a φb(x, y) ∈ FOtree

3 such that for all
trees T and nodes a, b, enc(T ) |= φ(a, b) iff T |= φb(a, b).

Proof. We define translations (·)f and (·)b by induction on the structure of the
formulas:

(σ(x))f = σ(x)
(xR⇓y)f = x <left y
(xR⇒y)f = x <right y ∧ ¬∃z(x <right z ∧ z <left y)
(·)f commutes with the logical operators

(σ(x))b = σ(x)
(x <left y)b = xR⇓y
(x <right y)b = xR⇒y ∨ ∃z(xR⇒z ∧ zR⇓y)
(·)f commutes with the logical operators

The variable z used in the translation needs to be different from x and y. Note
that it is bound by the quantifier, so the translation backward uses at most three
variables. By induction the translations can be shown correct.

Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemmas 3 and 2. qed

5 Closure under complementation

In this section we prove the remaining part of the proof of Theorem 1, that is

Theorem 3. Conditional XPath is closed under complementation of path ex-
pressions.

Recall that in order to prove this theorem, we must find, given an arbitrary
Conditional XPath path wff R, a Conditional XPath path wff R′ which is equiv-
alent to the complement of R. The proof is divided into a number of lemmas.
We give a brief outline. First we establish a syntactic normal form for path wffs.
Every path wff is shown equivalent to a union of separated basic compositions.
These are path wffs without ∪ whose syntactic form guarantees that they are
subrelations of one of

?>, child+, parent+, parent∗/right+/child∗, parent∗/left+/child∗. (12)

These five relations correspond to XPath’s axis relations

self, descendant, ancestor, following, preceding.

As is well known, given a tree and a node n, the answer sets of these relations
evaluated at n form a partition of the tree [46].

In subsection 5.2 we use this normal form to show that path wffs are closed
under intersections. Because the relations in (12) partition a tree, the problem



reduces to showing that separated basic compositions of the same form are closed
under intersections. Hence, showing closure under complementation reduces to
showing that separated basic compositions are closed under complementation.

In subsection 5.4 we further reduce the problem: it is sufficient to find, for
step either child or right, path wffs equivalent to step+∩R, where R is a separated
basic composition which is a subrelation of step+. By this we have reduced the
problem of reasoning on trees to reasoning on strings. For instance, to define
when child+ ∩ child+/?A/(child?B)+ holds between nodes n and n′, we only
need to reason about the nodes in between n and n′. This is done in the last
subsection 5.5.

5.1 Preparing the input

In the first two lemmas, R is brought into a shape which is easier to handle.
We need a bit of terminology. An atom is a path wff of the form step?A, or
(step?B)+?A. A test is a path wff of the form ?A. A basic composition is a test
followed by a non empty sequence of atoms separated by /’s.

Lemma 4. Every path wff is equivalent to a union of basic compositions and a
test.

Proof. The lemma is shown by distributing unions over /, combining tests us-
ing the equivalences ?A/?B ≡?(A ∧ B) and ?A∪?B ≡?(A ∨ B), and replacing
(step/?A)∗ by ?>∪ (step/?A)+. As basic compositions must have a leading test,
one may need to add a dummy test using R ≡?>/R.

In the following example, we first use distribution and then combine tests.

?C1/((child?B)+?A1 ∪ ?C2/parent?A2)/?C3/right?A4 ≡(13)

?C1/(child?B)+?A1/?C3/right?A4

[
?C1/?C2/parent?A2/?C3/right?A4 ≡(14)

?C1/(child?B)+?(A1 ∧ C3)/right?A4

[
?(C1 ∧ C2)/parent?(A2 ∧ C3)/right?A4 (15)

We need a bit more terminology. We call an atom down if it is of the form
child?A, or (child?B)+?A. Analogously, we define atoms being up, right , and
left . A path wff has form T if it is a test. It has form D,U,R,L if it is a basic
composition of down, up, right or left atoms, respectively. We say that a basic
composition is separated if it has one of the following forms:

D, U, U∗/R/D∗, U∗/L/D∗. (16)

Here we use U∗/R/D∗ as an abbreviation for the forms U/R, R, R/D, U/R/D,
and similarly for U∗/L/D∗.

The formula (15) is a union of path wffs of the form D/R and U/R. Thus the
second disjunct is separated, but the first is not. But the first is easily separable,



namely

?C1 / (child?B)+?(A1 ∧ C3) / right?A4 ≡
?C1 / (child?B)∗ / child?(A4 ∧ 〈〈left?(B ∧A1 ∧ C3)〉〉) ≡
?C1 / child?(A4 ∧ 〈〈left?(B ∧A1 ∧ C3)〉〉)

⋃
?C1 / (child?B)+?> / child?(A4 ∧ 〈〈left?(B ∧A1 ∧ C3)〉〉)

Note that the result is a union of formulas of the form D. The occurrence of the
left axis inside the test is irrelevant for the form. The form is only determined
by the axis not occurring in the tests.

Lemma 5. Every path wff is equivalent to a union of tests and separated basic
compositions.

Proof. By Lemma 4 it is enough to describe a procedure that separates basic
compositions. Table 3 shows how every composition of two atoms can be sepa-
rated. The result follows by an induction on the number of /’s in basic composi-
tions using the equivalences in Table 3 and distribution of / over ∪. The proofs
for the equivalences in the table are semantic arguments based on elaborate case
distinctions. They are similar to the example given below.

A having form is separated as a union of forms

D/U D, T, or U
D/R D
D/L D
U/D D, T, U, U∗/R/D∗, or U∗/L/D∗

U/R U/R
U/L U/L
R/D R/D
R/U U
R/L T, L, or R
L/D L/D
L/U U
L/R T, L, or R

Table 3. Syntactical separation for compositions of two atoms.

Above we saw an example of the form D/R which reduced to a union of com-
positions of form D. A representative example of all other cases is

(right?A1)+?B1 / (left?A2)+?B2.

Suppose, for nodes a, b in some tree, a (right?A1)+?B1/(left?A2)+?B2 b holds.
Then there is a node c such that a (right?A1)+?B1 c and c (left?A2)+?B2 b. It
follows that a right+ c and b right+ c. There are three cases, depending on the



relation between a and b, depicted in Figure 2. The corresponding path wffs for
each case are given in Table 4. Here E is an abbreviation of the node wff

〈〈(right?(A1 ∧A2))∗/right?(B1 ∧A1)〉〉.

Thus the equivalent wff is a union of wffs of the form T , L and R.

case equivalent path wff

a right+ b (right?A1)
+?(A2 ∧B2 ∧ E)

a = b ?(A2 ∧B2 ∧ E)
b right+ a ?(A2 ∧ E)/(left?A2)

+?B2.

Table 4. Separating (right?A1)
+?B1/(left?A2)

+?B2.

The following lemma is useful to reduce the number of cases. For R a path
wff, define the converse of R, denoted by R−1, with meaning

[[R−1]]M = {(n′, n) | (n, n′) ∈ [[R]]M}.

Lemma 6. (i) The path wffs of Conditional XPath are closed under taking con-
verses.
(ii) The converse of a basic composition consisting of up (left) atoms is equivalent
to a union of basic compositions consisting of down (right) atoms.

Proof. (i) Let R be a path wff. By replacing (step/?A)∗ by ?>∪ (step/?A)+ we
may assume that R contains no Kleene stars. R−1 is defined inductively using
the following equivalences:

child−1 = parent
parent−1 = child
right−1 = left
left−1 = right

(?A)−1 = ?A
(R/S)−1 = S−1/R−1

(R ∪ S)−1 = R−1 ∪ S−1

((step/?A)+)−1 = ?A/(step−1/?A)∗/step−1.

(ii) follows from the above equivalences since

((step/?A)+)−1 ≡ ?A/(step−1/?A)∗/step−1

≡ ?A/step−1?>
⋃

?A/(step−1/?A)+?>/step−1?>.

5.2 Closure under intersection

We prove that Conditional XPath path wffs are closed under intersection and
that certain positive existential formulas are expressible. We first define the lat-
ter. An in-between down query is a formula of the form ∃z̄B(z̄, w̄, x, y) with



Case a right+b a b c

B2

B1

A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2

A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1

Case a = b
a
b

c

B2

B1

A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2

A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1

Case b right+a ab c

B2

B1

A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2A2

A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1

Fig. 2. Three cases for the sibling relation between a and b.



B(z̄, w̄, x, y) a formula generated from down atoms of the form uRv and a
test x?Ax using disjunction and conjunction. Moreover B(z̄, w̄, x, y) implies
xchild+y and for all other free variables u in B, xchild+u and uchild+y.
In-between right queries are defined similarly by substituting down and child
by right.

An example of an in-between down query is ∃z(xchild/?Az∧z(child?B)+/?Cy).
The meaning of the atoms is defined by M |= aRb iff (a, b) ∈ [[R]]M.

Lemma 7. Every in-between down (right) query in free variables x, y is equiv-
alent to a union of Conditional XPath path wffs of the down (right) form.

Proof. We prove the lemma for down queries. The argument for right is identical.
Let Q(x, y) be such a query. Then it is equivalent to a disjunction of queries
of the form ∃z1, . . . , zkB, with B a conjunction. Because all variables zi are
between x and y and x child+ y holds, these variables can be totally ordered.
Let TO(x, y, z1, . . . , zk) be a conjunction of formulas uchild+v and u = v which
specifies such a total order. Then the formula ∃z1, . . . , zkB is equivalent to the
finite disjunction of all formulas ∃z1, . . . , zk(TO(x, y, z1, . . . , zk) ∧ B). Without
loss we may assume that all variables are different (otherwise substitute them
away). Rewrite the query using the equivalences in Table 5 into the form

∃v1, . . . , vk(x?Ax ∧ xAtom0 v1 ∧ v1Atom1 v2 ∧ . . . ∧ vnAtomn y).

which is equivalent to ?A/Atom0/Atom1/ . . . /Atomn. The rewriting goes as fol-
lows: first use the equivalences of the first group to obtain a conjunction con-
sisting only of atoms uAtom0 v such that for no w, uchild+wchild+v holds.
Then apply the rules from the second and the third group to obtain one atom
for each such pair u, v.

uchild+v ∧ uchild+z ∧ zchild+v ≡ uchild+z ∧ zchild+v
uchild?Av ∧ uchild+z ∧ zchild+v ≡ ⊥
u(child?A)+?Bv ∧ uchild+z ∧ zchild+v ≡ u(child?A)+z ∧ z(child?A)+?Bv

uchild?Av ∧ uchild?Bv ≡ uchild?(A ∧B)v
uchild?Av ∧ u(child?B)+?Cv ≡ uchild?(A ∧B ∧ C)v
u(child?A1)

+?B1v ∧ u(child?A2)
+?B2v ≡ u(child?(A1 ∧A2)

+?(B1 ∧B2)v

uchild?Av ∧ vchild+u ≡ ⊥
u(child?A)+?Bv ∧ vchild+u ≡ ⊥.

Table 5. Equivalences for rewriting conjunctive queries.

Lemma 8. Conditional XPath path wffs are closed under intersection.



Proof. Let R,S be Conditional XPath path wffs. We must find a path wff T
such that for each tree M, [[R]]M ∩ [[S]]M = [[T ]]M. By Lemma 5, R ≡

⋃
iRi

and S ≡
⋃
j Sj , and the Ri and Sj are separated basic compositions or tests.

Thus R ∩ S ≡
⋃
ij(Ri ∩ Sj). Because the five forms partition trees, Ri ∩ Sj ≡ ⊥

whenever they are of a different form. Thus we need only to define R∩S for R,S
of the same form. Suppose they are both of the form U/L. Concretely, let R1

and S1 be compositions of up atoms, and R2 and S2 compositions of left atoms.
Because the models are trees, we have

R1/R2 ∩ S1/S2 ≡ (R1 ∩ S1) / (R2 ∩ S2).

Similar results hold for all other forms. Thus we need only define R∩S for R,S
either both basic compositions of the same form D,U,L,R or both tests. The
intersection of two tests ?A and ?B is simply ?A/?B. By Lemma 6, the cases U
and L reduce to the cases D and R, respectively. We give the argument for U .
The one for L is the same. Let Ui and Di denote basic compositions of the U
and the D form, respectively. Then

(U1 ∩ U2) ≡
((U1 ∩ U2)−1)−1 ≡
(U−1

1 ∩ U−1
2 )−1 ≡

((D1 ∪ . . . ∪Dn) ∩ (Dn+1 ∪ . . . ∪Dn+k))−1 ≡
(D1 ∩Dn+1)−1 ∪ . . . ∪ (Dn ∩Dn+k)−1.

Now let R =?A/R1/ . . . /Rn and S =?B/S1/ . . . /Sm with the Ri, Si either all
down or all right atoms. R and S are equivalent to the following in-between
queries

R ≡ ∃v1 . . . vn(x?Ax ∧ xR1v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vnRny) (17)
S ≡ ∃w1 . . . wm(x?Bx ∧ xS1w1 ∧ . . . ∧ wmSmy). (18)

Thus R ∩ S is equivalent to the in-between query

∃v1 . . . vn∃w1 . . . wm(x?(A ∧B)x ∧ xR1v1 ∧ xS1w1 ∧ . . . ∧ vnRny ∧ wmSmy).
(19)

(19) is equivalent to a Conditional XPath path wff by Lemma 7.

5.3 Proving Theorem 3

Lemmas 5 and 8 reduce the task of proving Theorem 3 to showing

Lemma 9. The complement of each separated basic composition is equivalent
to a Conditional XPath path wff.

The proof of Lemma 9 consists of an easy and a hard part, separated in Lemma 10
and 11, which are shown below.



Proof of Theorem 3. Let R be a path wff. Then by Lemma 5 R ≡
⋃
iRi,

with theRi tests and separated basic compositions. ThusR ≡
⋂
iRi. By Lemma 8,

the path wffs are closed under intersection. The complement of a test ?A is equiv-
alent to ?¬A ∪ not equal with the latter abbreviating

child+ ∪ parent+ ∪ parent∗/left+/child∗ ∪ parent∗/right+/child∗.

By Lemma 9 each complement of a separated basic composition is equivalent to
a path wff. Hence the theorem. qed

5.4 From trees to strings

We rewrote the path wffs into separated basic compositions because it helps to
reduce the reasoning to “lines” or “strings”. For example, consider a path wff S
of the form U . By the syntactic form of S it holds that whenever aSb holds in a
tree, then a is below b. Thus if in a tree aS b holds, we can break into two cases:

– a is not below b;
– a is below b, but not aS b.

As an example let S = parent/?A. Then the second case corresponds to a is
below b, but b is not the parent of a or A is false at b.

The first case is easy to express (using the partition again). The second is
harder but, as S is a composition of up atoms, we only need to reason about the
elements in between and including a and b. That is, we need to reason about a
line segment. But not all separated path wffs are of this simple form, consisting
of one direction. The next lemma however states that complements of these can
be defined using complements of the uni-directed forms.

Lemma 10. Let D and R denote basic compositions of the forms D and R
respectively. If the formulas

(child+ ∩D) and (right+ ∩R) (20)

are equivalent to path wffs, then the complement of each separated basic compo-
sition is equivalent to a path wff.

Proof. First we show the lemma assuming that formulas of the form

(child+ ∩D), (parent+ ∩ U), (right+ ∩R), and (left+ ∩ L)

are equivalent to path wffs. As an example, consider a basic composition of the
form U/R. The other forms are handled using the same argument. Then

U/R ≡ (parent+/right+ ∩ U/R) ∪ (parent+/right+ ∩ U/R). (21)

By the syntactic form of U and R, each relation of the form U/R is con-
tained in the relation parent+/right+. Thus the first disjunct is equivalent to
parent+/right+, which is equivalent to

child∗ ∪ parent∗/left+/child∗ ∪ parent+ ∪ right+/child∗ ∪ parent+/right+/child+.



For the second disjunct, we use the following equation:

parent+/right+ ∩ U/R ≡ (parent+ ∩ U)/right+ ∪ parent+/(right+ ∩R). (22)

Rewriting (22) into first order logic makes it easier to see the equivalence:

∃z(xparent+z ∧ zright+y) ∧ ∀z(xUz ∨ zRy)
≡

∃z(xparent+z ∧ zright+y ∧ xUz) ∨ ∃z(xparent+z ∧ zright+y ∧ zRy).

The up to down direction is a validity for all relations. The other direction is
not, but it holds because the models are trees. To see it, suppose that the lower
side is true and the upper side fails in some model. Then xUa ∧ aRy holds, for
some node a. By the syntactic form of U and R, we obtain that x parent+ a and
a right+ y. In a tree, given nodes x and y, there is exactly one element a such
that x parent+ a and a right+ y both hold. But that means that —given the lower
side— either xU a or aR y holds, a contradiction.

We now use the fact that Conditional XPath is closed under conversion (de-
noted by R−1) and intersection to reduce the number of cases to two. Consider
parent+ ∩U . The converse of a formula of the form U is equivalent to a union of
formulas of the form D by Lemma 6(ii). Thus we have the following equivalences:

parent+ ∩ U ≡
((parent+ ∩ U)−1)−1 ≡
((parent+)−1 ∩ U−1)−1 ≡
(child+ ∩ (D1 ∪ . . . ∪Dn))−1 ≡
(child+ ∩ (D1))−1 ∩ . . . ∩ (child+ ∩ (Dn))−1.

We can similarly relate the L and R forms. By Lemma 6 path wffs are closed
under (·)−1 and by Lemma 8 under ∩. Thus parent+ ∩ U and left+ ∩ L are
equivalent to path wffs if child+ ∩D and right+ ∩R are.

All the preparation has been done, we can start the real work. We just have
to define the relations in (20) as Conditional XPath path wffs.

5.5 The real work

To reduce the number of cases, we use a notion well known from temporal logic.
For A,B node wffs, define the path wff until(A,B) with the semantics

x until(A,B) y ⇐⇒ xR⇓y ∧A(y) ∧ ∀z(xR⇓ z R⇓ y → B(z)).

Please note that until(A,B) is a path wff, and denotes a set of pairs, unlike its
use in temporal logic. Temporal logic is a one-sorted formalism, containing only
node wffs. The until formula from temporal logic, denoting a set of points is of
course expressed in our formalism as 〈〈until(A,B)〉〉.



Both down atoms are expressible as an until formula: child?A ≡ until(A,¬>)
and (child?B)+?A ≡ until(A ∧ B,B). In order to increase readability we use <
and ≤ instead of child+ and child∗, respectively.

We can similarly define until⇒ path wffs using the R⇓ relation, and use it
to define the right atoms. But introducing yet another notation is not needed
because we prove all results using only the fact that R⇓ is a partial order which
is linear toward the past. R⇓ is a total order, thus has the same properties.

Thus it is sufficient to show how to define child+ ∩ ?C/R, for R a non empty
sequence of until formulas separated by /, and C an arbitrary test. We call such
formulas until wffs.

Lemma 11. Let D and R denote basic compositions of the forms D and R
respectively. Each of the formulas (child+ ∩D) and (right+ ∩R) is equivalent to
a Conditional XPath path wff.

Proof. As explained in the introduction to this subsection it is sufficient to show
the lemma for formulas of the form child+ ∩R for R an untill wff.

We define complementation by a case distinction. The first case is when there
is only one atom:

< ∩ ?C/until(A,B) ≡ ?¬C/< ∪ ?C/</?¬A ∪ ?C/</?¬B/</?A. (23)

For the case with more atoms we make a further case distinction. Let R =
S/until(A,B), with S an until wff. Then

< ∩R ≡ (S/< ∩ < ∩ R) ∪ (S/< ∩ < ∩ R). (24)

As [[S/<]]M ⊆ [[S/until(A,B)]]M, for each tree M, the first disjunct is simply
equivalent to < ∩ S/<. Lemma 14 shows how to define < ∩ S/<.

Now we explain how to define S/< ∩ < ∩ R, the second disjunct in (24).
For S an until wff, define max(S, x, z, y) as the ternary relation

x < z < y ∧ xSz ∧ ¬∃w(z < w < y ∧ xSw).

max(S, x, z, y) expresses that (x, z) is the largest proper subinterval in (x, y)
which is in S. We claim that x(S/<∩<∩R)y is equivalent to ∃z(max(S, x, z, y)∧
z (< ∩ until(A,B)) y). From left to right is obvious. For the other direction,
Suppose ∃z(max(S, x, z, y)∧ z (<∩ until(A,B)) y). Then x(S/< ∩ <)y. Let z be
the last between x and y such that xSz and z (< ∩ until(A,B)) y. Now suppose
to the contrary that there is a z such that xSz and zuntil(A,B)y. But then
z ≤ z′ < y and thus z′until(A,B)y, a contradiction.

To summarize, for R = S/until(A,B), the expression < ∩ R is equivalent
to the union of < ∩ S/< and a formula expressing ∃z(max(S, x, z, y) ∧ z (< ∩
until(A,B)) y). Lemma 14 below defines < ∩ S/< as a path wff. Lemma 13
below defines max(S, x, z, y) as an in-between down query. (23) defines z (< ∩
until(A,B)) y as a disjunction of down atoms. But then ∃z(max(S, x, z, y)∧z (<∩
until(A,B)) y) is equivalent to an in-between down query in x, y, and thus by
Lemma 7 equivalent to a path wff.



In defining both < ∩ S/< and the max predicate we use a crucial lemma,
which we prove first.

For R a path wff, let range(R) be the node wff which is true at a point x
iff there exists a point y such that yRx holds. These node wffs are definable in
Conditional XPath, using conversion:

range(R) ≡ 〈〈R−1〉〉.

The statement in the next lemma is graphically represented in Figure 3.

Lemma 12. Let R be an until wff. For all points x, y, a, b, such that x < a ≤
y ≤ b, if xRa and xRb and range(R)y, then also xRy.

If x
R

((

R

""
a

range(R)
y b then also x

R

&&
a y .

Fig. 3. Lemma 12 in a picture.

Proof. By induction on the number of /’s in R. First let R =?C/until(A,B).
Then Ay, because range(R)y. As x < y ≤ b and xRb, C is true at x and
B at all points in between x and b, hence a fortiori between x and y. Thus
x ?C/until(A,B) y holds.

For the inductive step, let S be an until wff and let R = S/until(A,B). We
obtain a′, b′, y′ such that

• y′ < y and y′until(A,B)y and range(S)y′,
• x < a′ < a and xSa′ and a′until(A,B)a, and
• x < b′ < b and xSb′ and b′until(A,B)b.

The points a′ and b′ are both between x and b. Thus either b′ < a′ or a′ ≤ b′. If
b′ < a′, then from a′ < y ≤ b, A(y) and b′until(A,B)b we obtain a′until(A,B)y.
This together with xSa′ yields xS/until(A,B)y. Now consider a′ ≤ b′. As <
denotes the descendant relation, and is linear toward the past, there are three
cases for the position of y′ relative to a′ and b′: (1) y′ < a′, (2) a′ ≤ y′ ≤ b′, and
(3) b′ < y′.

If y′ < a′, then from y′until(A,B)y, we obtain a′until(A,B)y, so with xSa′,
we get x S/until(A,B) y.

If a′ ≤ y′ ≤ b′, by inductive hypothesis we get xSy′, so with y′until(A,B)y
we obtain x S/until(A,B) y.

Let b′ < y′. If y = b, we are done. Otherwise b′ < y < b. By y′until(A,B)y,
A holds at y. As b′until(A,B)b (and b′ < y < b), we thus have b′until(A,B)y.
Together with xSb′ this yields x S/until(A,B) y.



Recall that an in-between down query is a positive existential formula gener-
ated from down atoms. Each formula u until(A,B) v is equivalent to the formula
uchild/?Av ∨ ∃z(u(child?B)+/?Bz ∧ zchild?Av). Thus a positive existential for-
mula consisting of until atoms is equivalent to an in-between down query.

Lemma 13. For R an until wff, max(R, x, z, y) is definable as an in-between
down query.

Proof. We define max(R, x, z, y) by induction on the number of /’s in R. If
R =?C/until(A,B), then

max(R, x, z, y) ≡ x < z < y ∧
x ?C/until(A,B) z ∧
(z ?¬B z ∨ z(< ∩ until(A,B)/<)y).

The third conjunct forbids that xRw holds for any w between z and y. The
expression < ∩ until(A,B)/< is defined as a path wff as follows:

< ∩ until(A,B)/< ≡ until(>,⊥) ∪ (25)
until(>,¬A) ∪
until(¬B ∧ ¬A,¬A)/≤.

To explain (25), suppose x and y stand in this relation. Then the first disjunct
states that y is a direct successor of x; the second disjunct that there are no A
nodes in between x and y and the third that before any A node between x and
y there is already a node which is not B.

For the inductive case, let R = S/until(A,B). Suppose max(S, x, w, y) holds.
To define max(R, x, z, y) one must consider three cases: w < z, w = z and z < w.
The first case is simple:

∃w(max(S, x, w, y) ∧max(until(A,B), w, z, y)).

The second case is also straightforward:

xRz ∧max(S, x, z, y) ∧ z(< ∩ until(A,B)/<)y.

In the last case, the largest subinterval in S/until(A,B) is smaller than the largest
subinterval in S. Thus max(S, x, w, y) and w(<∩ until(A,B)/<)y must hold. To
make (x, z) the largest subinterval of (x, y) in R we should force xRz and for all
z′ such that z < z′ ≤ w, xRz′. For this, we use Lemma 12. The final formula for
the third case is then

∃w(x < z < w < y ∧max(S, x, w, y) ∧ w(< ∩ until(A,B)/<)y
∧ xRz ∧ zuntil(¬range(R),¬range(R))w).

Thus max(S/until(A,B), x, z, y) is defined as the disjunction of these three cases.
By the inductive hypothesis, max(S, x, w, y) is equivalent to an in-between query.
max(until(A,B), w, z, y) is already defined as an in-between query and (25) de-
fines z(<∩until(A,B)/<)y. Hence each of the cases is equivalent to an in-between
query.



Lemma 14. For R an until wff, < ∩ R/< is definable as a Conditional XPath
path wff.

Proof. We prove by induction on the number of /’s in R that < ∩ R/< is
expressible as an in-between down query in two free variables. Then the result
follows by Lemma 7. The base case is (25). Thus let R = S/until(A,B). Then
< ∩ R/ < is equivalent to

(< ∩ S/< ∩ R/ <) ∪ (< ∩ S/< ∩ R/ <).

The second disjunct is equivalent to <∩S/< because for each tree M, [[R/<]]M =
[[S/until(A,B)/<]]M ⊆ [[S/</<]]M ⊆ [[S/<]]M. As S is shorter than R, this is
definable by the inductive hypothesis.

We define x(<∩S/<∩S/until(A,B)/ <)y as an in-between down query. The
formula uses two existentially quantified variables z, z′, which are ordered like
x < z ≤ z′ < y. The interval (x, z) is the smallest subinterval of (x, y) which is
in S. This is expressed by xSz ∧ x(<∩S/ <)z. The interval (x, z′) is the largest
S subinterval, which we express using the max predicate. Now we must ensure
that x(S/until(A,B)/<)y holds. So we must say that z′(until(A,B)/ <)y, and
that starting at z there is no until(A,B) interval. Moreover, there should not be
a z′′ in between z and z′ such that xRz′′. This is done by saying that either
z = z′ or zuntil(¬range(R),¬range(R))z′. So the final formula becomes

∃zz′( x < z ≤ z′ < y ∧
xSz ∧ x(< ∩ S/ <)z ∧
max(S, x, z′, y) ∧
z′(< ∩ until(A,B)/ <)y ∧
(z = z′ ∨ zuntil(¬range(R),¬range(R))z′)

).

By Lemma 12 this definition is correct. By the inductive hypothesis, Lemma 13,
and (25) all parts of the formula are definable as in-between down queries. Thus
also the formula itself.

This concludes the proof of Lemma 11.

6 Complexity

We briefly discuss the complexity of the query evaluation problem and the suc-
cinctness of Conditional XPath compared to first order logic.

Query evaluation for Core XPath is hard for ptime (combined complexity)
and can be done in time O(|D| · |Q|), with |D| the size of the data and |Q| the
size of the query [17, 18]. Using model checking results for Propositional Dynamic
Logic [2] this can be extended to Regular (thus also to Conditional) XPath [28]:



Fact 2. Given nodes n, n′, a tree M and a Regular XPath path wff R. The
problem whether (n, n′) ∈ [[R]]M is decidable in time O(|M| · |R|).

Because Conditional XPath is expressively complete for first order definable
paths, it is interesting to compare this to results for first order logic. Query
evaluation for first order queries is pspace complete and can be done in time
O(|D|n ·|Q|), where n is the number of variables in Q [8, 21, 44]. So we can explain
ptime–completeness of Conditional XPath by the fact that it is a subset of FOtree

with at most three variables. The difference between Conditional XPath and first
order logic becomes even sharper when we look at parametrized complexity.
[12] showed that there is no query evaluation algorithm for FOtree on the class
of unranked trees whose running time is bounded by f(|Q|) · p(|D|), for an
elementary function f and a polynomial p.

Even though not immediately visible, the transformations described in this
paper can be turned into a translation from first order formulas into Conditional
XPath queries. A natural question is how large the query will be. In the worst
case it will be huge, because of the following: Satisfiability for Conditional XPath
over finite trees is complete for exponential time [28]. Satisfiability of first order
sentences with < over finite words is in no elementary space-bounded complexity
class [38].

Corollary 4. No translation from FOtree into Conditional XPath can be ele-
mentary space-bounded.

7 Related work and conclusions

The results make us conclude that both Core and Conditional XPath are very
natural languages for talking about ordered trees. Their simplicity and visual
attractiveness make them suitable candidates for a user-friendly alternative to
first order logic. The expressive completeness result for paths is very important,
as arguably the relations in Conditional XPath are still “drawable”. With draw-
able we mean that one can make an intuitive picture which exactly captures
the meaning of the query. The conditional axis relation (step?A)+ is also draw-
able using ellipsis. Of course one should not draw the filter expressions, but just
indicate them with formulas attached to nodes in the drawings.

The query evaluation problems for both Core and Conditional XPath are
still solvable in time O(|Q| · |D|), with |Q| and |D| the sizes of the query and the
data, respectively. Also the query containment problem is equally complex for
both languages [28]. It would be exciting to see how existing XPath algorithms
can be adjusted in order to deal efficiently with conditional path expressions.

In this context it is interesting to note a repetition in history. The natural
class of models in computational linguistics is the class of finite ordered trees,
i.e., parse trees. In the beginning of the field of model theoretic syntax Monadic
Second Order Logic was invariably used to reason about these structures [39].
Later, formalisms based on modal logic were proposed as alternatives. Argu-
ments for the alternatives were both based on computational complexity (which



is lower both for model checking and theorem proving) and on “naturalness”
of expressing properties (in this case of grammars). In fact the here discussed
languages have their roots in the nineties: [6], [36] and [25] define more or less
isomorphic variants of the filter expressions of Core, Conditional and Regular
XPath, respectively.

Even though Core XPath has a first order definition, one may argue that
a node selecting language over ordered trees should have the expressive power
of monadic second order (MSO) logic. This is done by [33] and they present a
language which can express each MSO definable set of nodes. A sublanguage is
shown complete for first order definable sets of nodes in [41]. Monadic datalog
can also express each MSO definable set of nodes [16]. These languages however
do not have the “look-and-feel” of XPath 1.0, and are more of theoretical interest.
It is tempting to believe that Regular XPath is a candidate, but it cannot even
define each regular class of trees [26].

A number of papers describe characterizations of positive fragments of Core
XPath: [4] and [19] characterize positive Core XPath as positive existential first
order formulas; [34] shows the equivalence of XPath fragments and fragments
without backwards axis relations.

7.1 Relation with temporal logic

The observation that languages for XML like XPath, DTD’s and XML Schema
can be viewed as propositional temporal, modal or description logics has been
made by several authors. For instance, [31] and [17] embed XPath into CTL.
The group round Calvanese, de Giacomo and Lenzerini published a number of
papers relating DTD’s and XPath to description logic, thereby obtaining pow-
erful complexity results cf, e.g., [7]. [1] reduce certain XML constraint inference
problems to propositional dynamic logic. [6] define a modal language which is
exactly as expressive as the node wffs of Core XPath. This language was pro-
posed as a means to specify constraints on parse trees, indeed finite node labeled
sibling ordered trees. The connection with XPath is established in [30].

Let us explain the connection between temporal logic and XPath from the
viewpoint of XPath. The simplest model of time is a linear flow of time points.
For now, we choose a flow which is like the natural numbers with the < ordering.
Then such a flow is a tree of rank one, and we can interpret our XPath expressions
on it. Temporal logic is concerned with defining sets of time points, so we need
only consider the node wffs. First observe that the horizontal steps are definable
in a trivial way. For instance, 〈〈right〉〉 ≡ ⊥, etc. So on this class of models only
the vertical steps are meaningful in the language. The syntax of temporal logic
can now be defined in the same spirit as XPath’s node wffs:

t wff ::= pi | ¬t wff | t wff ∧ t wff |
〈〈child〉〉t wff | 〈〈child+〉〉t wff | 〈〈parent〉〉t wff | 〈〈parent+〉〉t wff.

The meaning of 〈〈child〉〉t wff is exactly the meaning of 〈〈child/?t wff〉〉, it is just
another notation. This formalism is equally expressive as vertical Core XPath



[30]. The operators 〈〈R〉〉t wff are interpreted as follows:

〈〈child〉〉t wff Tomorrow t wff will be true
〈〈child+〉〉t wff Sometimes in the future, t wff will be true
¬〈〈child+〉〉¬t wff Always in the future, t wff will be true
〈〈parent〉〉t wff Yesterday t wff was true
...

Temporal logic having only unary temporal operators (those having only one
argument, in contrast to the until operator which has two arguments) is usually
called Priorean temporal logic, after Arthur Prior, who first formulated these
kind of languages. We recall the intuitive explanation from [13] why this language
cannot define every set of time points definable in first order logic. If it could
the language would also have the so called separation property for temporal
formulas. A temporal formula is separated if it is a Boolean combination of pure
past, pure future and pure present formulas. These are semantic notions defined
as follows: a formula A is pure future if its truth at a time point t depends only
on that part of the model which is in the future of that point t. More precisely, if
A is true at t in some model M, then A remains true at t if we change the labels
at any time point before or equal to t, but keep the same labels in the future of
t. The other two notions are defined similarly. Now consider the formula

〈〈child+〉〉(p ∧ ¬〈〈parent+〉〉¬q), (26)

It is instructive to try to separate this formula into a past, present and future
part. It won’t work. What is needed is a connective expressing “until p is true,
q is true”. This can be defined if we allow the conditional paths of the form
(child?A)∗ inside the temporal modalities:

until(p, q) ::= 〈〈(child?q)∗〉〉〈〈child〉〉p.

Note that until(p, q) is a pure future formula. With until we can separate (26) as

¬〈〈parent+〉〉¬q ∧ q ∧ until(p, q).

The study of expressive completeness with respect to first order logic of modal
languages originated with Kamp’s thesis [23]. He showed that Priorean tense
logic is not sufficient for expressing each first order definable set of time points.
He added the since and until connectives and subsequently showed that the
resulting language is expressively complete with respect to Dedekind complete
linear structures. Expressive completeness here means with respect to formulas
in one free variable. [14] made this result accessible by introducing the notion
of separation and generalized it. The monograph [13] is a good entry point
to this field. A model–theoretic version of the separation property is Shelah’s
Composition Method [43].

Rather surprisingly, it took almost thirty years before someone asked which
fragment of first order logic then corresponds to Priorean tense logic, when



interpreted on linear flows of time. This was answered by [11]: exactly the first
order formulas in one free variable which are written in at most two variables in
total. [30] extended this result to ordered trees and the Core XPath language.

[22] showed that first order logic has the three variable property when inter-
preted on linear structures. They also classify how many variables are needed
for ranked trees. Unranked trees do not have a finite variable property.

[40] generalized Kamp’s Theorem to ranked and unranked trees. Besides since
and until, he has a connective Xk counting the number of children making a wff
true:

t ∈ [[XkA]]M ⇐⇒ ∃t1 . . . tk
∧

1≤i 6=j≤k

(tR↓ti ∧ ti 6= tj ∧ ti ∈ [[A]]M).

Note that Xk is expressible over ordered trees. For k ranked trees (trees in which
each node has at most k children), the language with since and until plus all
Xi, for 2 ≤ i ≤ k is expressively complete. For unranked trees, Xi is needed
for every natural number i. Unfortunately this result does not imply separation.
Consider the node wff 〈〈parent〉〉〈〈child〉〉A. On linear structures, this is equivalent
to 〈〈parent〉〉> ∧ A, on ordered trees to 〈〈parent〉〉> ∧ (A ∨ 〈〈left+〉〉A ∨ 〈〈right+〉〉A),
which are both separated formulas. But the signature of unordered trees is too
weak to separate this formula. Expressive completeness with respect to first
order formulas in one free variable for a language closely related to Conditional
XPath’s node wffs was announced in [35]. Unfortunately, the proof does not use
separation, it is over 50 pages long and very hard to follow.

Here we just mentioned work about first order expressive completeness of
variable free languages. For second order expressivity results of temporal logics
on trees cf., [37, 3].
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